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START	
A	STABLE	AND	RESILIENT	ATM	BY	INTEGRATING	ROBUST	AIRLINE	OPERATIONS	
INTO	THE	NETWORK	

This	Deliverable	is	part	of	a	project	that	has	received	funding	from	the	SESAR	Joint	Undertaking	under	grant	agreement	No	
893204	under	European	Union’s	Horizon	2020	research	and	innovation	programme.	

	

Abstract		

This	document	describes	the	setup	of	the	validation	trials	in	START	project,	which	are	framed	within	
Work	 Package	 6.	 The	 validation	 of	 the	 START	 robust	 airline	 operations	 concept	 is	 performed	 by	
comparing	 the	 performances	 of	 a	 reference	 and	 a	 robust	 scenario	 under	 disturbed	 and	 under	
undisturbed	conditions.	The	performance	of	the	scenarios	 is	analysed	using	Performance	Indicators	
within	 the	Key	Performance	Areas	Safety,	Capacity,	Cost-Effectiveness,	Efficiency,	Environment	and	
Predictability.	 The	 simulation	 setup	 of	 the	 scenarios,	 including	 traffic	 data,	 weather,	 aircraft	
performance	model,	and	separation	standards.		
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1 Introduction		
1.1 START	project	goals		
The	 development,	 implementation	 and	 validation	 of	 optimisation	 algorithms	 for	 robust	 airline	
operations	 that	 result	 in	 stable	 and	 resilient	Air	 Traffic	 Management	 (ATM)	performance	 even	 in	
disturbed	 scenarios	 are	 the	 overall	 goals	 of	 START.	 As	 a	major	 contribution	 to	 reach	 these	 goals,	
START	 will	 combine	 various	 methods	 form	 applied	 mathematics,	 i.e.:	 mathematical	 optimisation,	
optimisation	 under	 uncertainty,	 Artificial	 Intelligence	 (AI)	 and	 data	 science,	 as	 well	 as	 algorithm	
design.	 Furthermore,	 insight	 into	 the	 uncertainties	 relevant	 in	Trajectory-Based	 Operations	
(TBO)	systems	will	 be	 gained	 through	 simulations.	According	 to	 START’s	 Project	Management	 Plan	
(PMP)	[1],	 the	main	 focus	of	 the	project	 is	 the	optimization	of	 conventional	 traffic	 situations	while	
considering	disruptive	weather	events	such	as	thunderstorms.  
 
The	main	uncertainty	sources	considered	in	this	project	can	be	classified	as:  
 

1. Uncertainties	 at	 the	micro-level	 or	 trajectory	 level,	 e.g.,	 due	 to	 inaccurate	wind	 forecasts,	
aircraft	performance	models,	aircraft	weight	estimation,	aircraft	intent,	and	take-off	times. 	

2. Uncertainties	at	the	macro-level	or	ATM	network	level,	e.g.,	due	to	disruptive	events	in	the	
network	 such	 as	 thunderstorms,	 due	 to	 congested	 airspaces	 or	 airports,	 and	 due	 to	 the	
propagation	of	micro-level	(trajectory	level)	delays	over	the	network. 	

	
Within	the	main	goals	stated	above,	the	following	specific	goals	arise:  
 

1. To	 model	 uncertainties	 at	 the	 micro	 (trajectory)	 level,	 assimilate	air	 traffic	observations	
every	 15	 minutes	using	 advanced	 data	 science	 methods,	 and	 propagate	 trajectory	
uncertainties	using	assimilated	models	and	a	stochastic	trajectory	predictor. 	

2. To	model	uncertainties	at	the	macro	(ATM	network)	level,	assimilate	observations	(satellite	
data	for	storm	and	network	status)	every	15	minutes	using	advanced	data	science	methods	
and	propagate	ATM	network	uncertainties	using	the	assimilated	models. 	

3. To	 develop	 an	AI	algorithm	 capable	 of	 generating	 a	 set	 of	 pan-European	 (i.e.,	 considering	
the	 whole	 traffic	 over	 Europe)	 robust	 trajectories	 that	 make	 the	 European	 ATM	 system	
resilient	when	facing	these	relevant	uncertainties. 	

4. To	 implement	 those	 algorithms	 as	 an	 advanced	 fight	 dispatching	 demo	 functionality	 for	
airspace	users	to	obtain	robust	trajectories. 	

5. To	validate	these	concepts	through	system-wide	simulation	procedures	in	order	to	evaluate	
their	stability,	assessing	the	benefits	for	both	the	airspace	users	and	the	network	manager.	
Recommendations	for	the	derivation	of	resilient	TBO	networks	will	be	derived. 	

	
The	 overall	 concept	 underpinning	 the	 project	 is	 sketched	 in	 Figure 1.	 In	 this	 structure,	 one	 can	
identify	 five	 blocks	 (each	 of	 them	 corresponding	 to	 the	 five	 specific	 goals	 of	 the	 project),	 namely:	
Micro-Level	 (trajectories);	Macro-level	 (ATM	 Network);	AI	Metaheuristic	 Algorithm;	 Flight	
dispatching	tool;	Fast-Time	Simulations. 	
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Figure	1	START	project	concept	schema	

1.2 START	work	plan		
According	 to	 START’s	 PMP	[1],	 the	 project	 is	 divided	 into	 seven	Work	Packages	 (WP),	 as	 sketched	
in	Figure 2,	which	describes	the	different	tasks	to	be	performed	in	START.	The	objectives	of	each	WP	
are	the	following:  
 

• WP1	-	Project	 management:	The	 goal	 is	 to	 effectively	 fulfil	 all	 the	 administrative,	
contractual,	financial	and	technical	aspects	of	the	coordination	of	the	project. 	

• WP2	-	Trajectory	 level	-	Uncertainty	 modelling,	 data	 assimilation	 and	 uncertainty	
propagation:	The	goal	 is	 to	develop	uncertainty	propagation	models	at	 trajectory	 level;	
identify	 and	 characterize	 potential	 sources	 of	 trajectory	 level	 uncertainty	 following	 a	
data-driven	approach;	build	and	develop	methods	for	the	cyclic	ingestion	of	data	inputs	
that	will	feed	the	uncertainty	propagation	models	at	the	trajectory	level. 	

• WP3	-	ATM	network	 level	-	network	modelling,	 uncertainty	 propagation	with	 disruptive	
events:	The	goal	 is	 to	develop	an	approximate	ATM	network	model	 from	 the	historical	
data	 enabling	 to	 simulate	 and	 analyse	 uncertainty	 and	 delay	 propagation;	 integrate	
individual	trajectory	uncertainties	into	the	network	model;	provide	models	for	disruptive	
events	and	integrate	them	into	the	network-wide	model;	validate	the	model,	procedures	
and	provide	a	simulation	environment/tool	for	use	case	analyses. 	

• WP4	-	Network-wide	robust	trajectory	planning	 and	resiliency	management	 based	
on	simulating	annealing:	The	 goal	 is	 to	 formulate	 a	 concept	 of	 operations	
implementing	TBO	allowing	 for	 the	 appropriate	management	 of	 uncertainty;	 formulate	
the	network	resiliency	and	develop	network	resiliency	management	procedures	 in	case	
of	disruptive	events;	develop	optimization	algorithms	for	the	determination	of	efficient	
strategic	 interventions	 that	 increase	the	 predictability	 and	 resiliency	 of	 ATM	
operations	and	validate	 the	 proposed	 methods	 through	 use	 case	 simulation	 and	
analysis. 	
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• WP5	-	Flight	dispatching	prototype	tool:	The	goal	is	to	validate	the	concept	in	a	simulated	
dispatch	environment	of	one	or	more	airline	operators,	utilizing	the	FLIGHTKEYS5D	flight	
management	system. 	

• WP6	-	Simulation	 and	validation:	The	 goal	 is	 to	 validate	 the	 concept	 in	 a	 simulated	
dispatch	environment	of	one	or	more	airline	operators,	utilizing	the	FLIGHTKEYS5D	flight	
management	system. 	

• WP7	Dissemination,	exploitation	and	communication:	The	goal	is	to	coordinate	all	START	
dissemination,	 exploitation,	 and	 communication	 activities	 while	 ensuring	 that	 the	
different	targets	have	been	reached. 	
	

 
Figure	2:	START	project	work	package	breakdown	

 	
1.3 Purpose	and	scope	of	the	Deliverable.	
START	 proposes	 a	 framework	 for	 obtaining	 robust	 airline	 operations	 that	 lead	 to	 a	 stable	 and	
resilient	ATM	performance	in	any	kind	of	disruptive	scenario	by	means	of	a	combination	of	methods	
from	 applied	 mathematics.	 Consequently,	 the	 focus	 of	 the	 project	 will	 be	 on	 providing	 the	
capabilities	 required	 to	 update	 the	 planned	 flight	 trajectories	 according	 to	 the	 uncertainties	
introduced	by	the	disturbances	in	the	considered	air	traffic	scenarios,	which	would	be	a	key	enabler	
for	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 Trajectory	 Based	 Operations	 (TBO)	 concept.	 For	 this	 purpose,	
introducing	the	capability	of	 identifying	potential	disturbances	 in	the	system	and	optimizing	the	air	
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traffic	 operations	 to	 adapt	 to	 their	 associated	 uncertainty	 at	 different	 operational	 levels,	 was	
considered	an	essential	feature	of	the	framework.		

With	 regards	 to	 this	 main	 focus	 of	 START,	Work	 Package	 (WP)	 6	 will	 address	 the	 simulation	 and	
validation	activities	of	the	project.	

The	 D6.1	 deliverable	 describes	 the	 setup	 of	 the	 validation	 trials	 in	 Work	 Package	 6.	 Besides	 a	
description	of	all	input	data,	the	main	focus	of	the	document	lies	on	the	validation	metrics,	allowing	a	
reasonable	assessment	of	the	project’s	outcome.	

1.4 Intended	readership	
This	 document	 is	 intended	 to	 be	 used	 by	 START	 members	 and	 SJU	 (included	 the	 Commission	
Services).		

1.5 Acronyms	

Non-exhaustive	list	of	acronyms	used	across	the	text.	

Acronym	 Description	

ADS-B	 Automatic	Dependent	Surveillance	Broadcast	

BADA	 Base	of	Aircraft	Data	

DOC	 Direct	Operational	Costs	

KPA	 Key	Performance	Area	

KPI	 Key	Performance	Indicator	

NFZ	 No-Fly	Zone	

SID,	 Standard	Instrument	Departure	

STAR	 Standard	Arrival	Route	

TMA	 Terminal	Maneuvering	Area	

Table	1:	Acronyms	

START	Consortium	

Acronym	 Description	

BDG	 Boeing	Research	and	Technology	Europe-Germany	

DLR	 German	Aerospace	Center	

ENAC	 École	Nationale	de	l’Aviation	Civile	

FLIGHTKEYS	 FlightKeys	

ITU	 Istambul	Teknik	Universitesi	

UC3M	 Universidad	Carlos	III	de	Madrid	

UPC	 Universitat	Politecnica	de	Catalunya	

Table	2:	START	consortium	acronyms	
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2 Validation	objectives	and	metrics	
START	 as	 a	 project	 of	 the	 SESAR	 exploratory	 research	 program	 is	 intended	 to	 reach	 an	 E-OCVM	
maturity	level	of	V0-V1	during	its	execution.		

Due	 to	 the	 low	maturity	 level	of	 the	project,	 the	verification	aspect	of	 systems	engineering	will	be	
only	 considered	 to	 ensure	 the	 proper	 function	 of	 the	 optimization	 algorithms	 in	 the	 simulation	
environment	and	the	simulation	itself.		

2.1 Introduction	
The	validation	of	the	START	robust	airline	operations	is	performed	by	comparing	the	performances	of	
a	reference	and	a	robust	scenario	under	disturbed	and	under	undisturbed	conditions.	

The	reference	scenario	 includes	the	traffic	 flow	management	procedures	which	are	 in	use	today	to	
compensate	demand/capacity	imbalances	at	airports	or	within	the	airspace	on	the	day	of	operation.	

The	 robust	 scenario	 is	 built	 on	 the	 reference	 scenario	 but	 is	 prepared	 for	more	 frequent	 planning	
updates	due	to	changing	forecasts	of	capacity	shortfalls	mainly	caused	by	weather	impacts.		

A	 disturbance	 is	 naming	 such	 a	 capacity	 shortfall	 and	 may	 occur	 locally	 or	 over	 a	 wider	 area.	
Disturbance	forecasts	are	basically	weather	forecasts	and	hence	are	subject	to	change	over	time.		

It	is	expected	that	the	robust	scenario	will	result	in	a	slight	performance	decrease	in	the	undisturbed	
case	and	in	a	considerable	improvement	when	disturbances	occur.		

In	total	the	performance	results	of	four	scenarios	are	analysed	and	compared:		

• Reference	scenario	

• Reference	scenario	with	disturbances	

• Robust	scenario		

• Robust	scenario	with	disturbances	

The	 performance	 of	 the	 scenarios	 is	 analysed	 using	 Performance	 Indicators	 within	 the	 Key	
Performance	 Areas	 Safety,	 Capacity,	 Cost-Effectiveness,	 Efficiency,	 Environment	 and	 Predictability	
[2].	

The	overall	validation	objective	is	to	proof	that	the	updated	flight	trajectories	in	the	robust	scenario	
allow	 an	 overall	 better	 execution	 of	 flights	 under	 the	 influence	 of	 disturbances	 –	 and	 this	
improvement	shall	be	quantifiable	with	measurable	metrics.¡Error!	No	se	encuentra	el	origen	de	la	
referencia.	 ¡Error!	 No	 se	 encuentra	 el	 origen	 de	 la	 referencia.	 gives	 an	 overview	 of	 the	 defined	
metrics	that	will	be	measured	during	the	simulation	runs	and	¡Error!	No	se	encuentra	el	origen	de	la	
referencia.	summarizes	the	validation	objectives	for	each	KPI.	

When	 simulating	 both	 scenarios,	 uncertainties	 can	 either	 be	 included	 in	 the	 simulation,	 or	 not.	 A	
general	expectation	for	the	validation	is,	that	the	overall	performance	of	the	robust	scenario	might	
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be	decreased	slightly	when	no	uncertainties	appear	in	the	simulation.	However,	the	robust	scenario	
should	 outrun	 the	 reference	 scenario	 in	 case	 uncertainties	 pop	 up.	 If	 not	 stated	 otherwise,	 the	
metrics	all	relate	to	a	simulation	including	the	influence	of	uncertainties.	

Since	the	extra	robustness	is	added	only	to	a	subset	of	trajectories,	metrics	will	be	validated	for	both	
the	complete	scenarios	and	for	the	affected	subset,	e.g.,	selected	airlines.	

Table	3:	Summary	of	validation	objectives	and	metrics	

KPA/KPI	

Trajectory	
planning	
stage	 Validation	Objective	 Metrics	

Safety	
Accident	Risk	 Actual	 No	accidents	

Number	of	accidents	in	simulation,	
proximity	less	than	30m	

Safety	
Incident	Risk	 Actual	 Constant	or	less	

Number	and	duration	of	separation	
violations,	distribution	of	under-
separation	

Capacity	
Airspace	
capacity	

Estimated	
and	Actual	 Low	number	of	cancellations	

necessary	 Number	of	cancellations	

Capacity	
Arrival	delay	

Scheduled	
and	Actual	

Sum	of	arrival	delays	in	robust	
scenarios	smaller	than	in	
reference	scenarios	

Scheduled	versus	realized	arrival	
time	

Capacity	
Capacity	
shortfalls	
around	severe	
weather	 Actual	 Less	capacity	shortfalls	

Number	of	flights	in	inflated	(e.g.	
10	NM)	weather	polygons	

Capacity	
Number	of	
cancellations	

Scheduled	
and	Actual	 Less	flight	cancellations	for	robust	

scenario	
Number	of	cancellations	(delay	>	
2h,	deviation	too	far?)	

Cost-efficiency	
Total	departure	
to	arrival	route	
costs	 Actual	

reduced	costs	with	robust	
scenarios	

Sum	of	Total	Threshold-to-
threshold	departure	to	arrival	route	
costs	including	delay	costs	

Efficiency	
Flight	duration	 Actual	

Max	10	min	increase	of	flight	
duration	 Flight	duration	

Environment	
Fuel	Burn		 Actual	

Robust	Scenario:	Max	5%	increase	
in	fuel	burn	without	disturbances,	
decrease	in	Fuel	Burn	in	
disturbance	scenario	when	
compared	to	reference	scenarios	 Inflight	Fuel	burn	

Environment	
CO2	 Actual	

Robust	Scenario:	Max	5%	increase	
in	CO2	emission	without	
disturbances,	decrease	in	Fuel	
Burn	in	disturbance	scenario	 Inflight	CO2	emissions	
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when	compared	to	reference	
scenarios	

Predictability	
Trajectory	
Change	Rate	

Scheduled,	
Estimated,	
Actual	

Low	number	of	trajectory	
assignments,	depends	on	level	of	
uncertainty	 Number	of	trajectory	updates	

	

2.2 KPA/KPI	and	associated	validation	metric	

2.2.1 KPA	Safety	/	KPI	Accident	Risk		

An	accident	is	defined	by	a	proximity	of	two	aircraft	being	closer	than	30	meters	at	the	same	time.	An	
accident	during	the	simulations	is	not	acceptable,	no	accidents	shall	happen	during	the	simulations.	

2.2.2 KPA	Safety	/	KPI	Incident	Risk	

An	incident	is	defined	as	a	violation	of	separation	requirements.	Both	the	number	and	the	duration	
of	 incidents	will	 be	measured.	 The	overall	 duration	of	 incidents	 shall	 be	 constant	or	 lower	 for	 the	
robust	scenario	compared	to	the	reference.		

Furthermore,	a	distribution	of	minimum	under-separations	will	be	generated	as	a	visible	metric	 for	
violation	severity.	These	can	be	compared	between	scenario	based	on	mean	and	variance.	

2.2.3 KPA	Safety	/	KPI	Airspace	capacity	

The	concept	must	be	capable	to	handle	today’s	traffic	situations	in	a	reasonable	way.	This	especially	
includes	the	avoidance	of	accidents,	aircraft	running	out	of	fuel	and	very	untypical	flight	profiles	by	
an	overall	low	number	of	necessary	cancellations.	

2.2.4 KPA	Safety	/	KPI	Arrival	delay	

The	arrival	delay	 is	measured	as	absolute	difference	between	scheduled	and	realized	arrival	 times.	
Thus,	early	and	late	arrivals	are	both	unpunctual.	The	overall	unpunctuality	is	expected	to	be	lower	
for	the	robust	scenario	compare	to	the	reference.	

2.2.5 KPA	Safety	/	KPI	Capacity	shortfalls	around	severe	weather	

Severe	weather	is	one	big	source	of	uncertainty.	Since	severe	weather	as	an	NFZ	leads	to	deviations	
of	all	aircraft	flying	initially	through	that	area,	many	flights	are	expected	to	fly	just	outside	of	the	NFZ	
and	contribute	there	to	new	capacity	shortfalls.	

Since	 the	 robust-scenario	 claims	 to	be	 robust	 against,	 besides	other	uncertainties,	 severe	weather	
zones,	it	can	be	assumed	that	it	produces	less	capacity	shortfalls	around	severe	weather	zones.	

Capacity	shortfalls	will	be	measured	by	counting	flights	in	close	vicinity	to	the	severe	weather.	This	is	
achieved	by	inflating	the	severe	weather	polygon	by	a	measure	for	vicinity,	like	10	NM,	and	counting	
conflicts	with	the	inflated	polygon.	
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2.2.6 KPA	Safety	/	KPI	Number	of	cancellations	

Assuming	 a	 high	 enough	 traffic	 density	 and	many	 disruptive	 uncertainties,	 it	 will	 be	 necessary	 to	
cancel	flights.	It	is	expected	that	less	flight	cancellations	are	necessary	for	the	robust	scenario.	

Since	a	cancellation	could	be	avoided	by	delaying	a	flight	to	the	next	day	or	extreme	deviations,	rules	
shall	lead	to	direct	cancellation	of	a	flight.	Thus,	a	flight	is	cancelled	directly	when	trying	to	delay	it	by	
more	 than	 2	 hours.	 Also,	 flights	 are	 cancelled	 if	 the	 route	 length	 is	 extended	 more	 than	 20%	
compared	to	the	initial	route.	

2.2.7 KPA	Cost-efficiency	/	KPI	Total	operations	costs	

For	 the	 cost-efficiency	 KPA,	 the	 total	 departure	 to	 arrival	 route	 costs	 shall	 be	measured.	 This	will	
include	all	Direct	Operational	Costs	 (DOC).	The	 total	 costs	are	expected	 to	decrease	 for	 the	 robust	
scenario.	

2.2.8 KPA	Efficiency	/	KPI	Flight	duration	

Adding	 robustness	 to	 trajectories	will	most	probably	decrease	 the	efficiency	of	 trajectories	 for	 the	
case	 that	 no	uncertainties	 pop	up.	 For	 the	 efficiency	KPA,	 the	 flight	 duration	 is	measured	without	
uncertainties.	The	robust	scenario	shall	not	add	more	than	10	minutes	of	flight	duration	compared	to	
the	reference.	

2.2.9 KPA	Environment	/	KPI	Fuel	burn		

Simulated	 without	 uncertainties,	 the	 robust	 scenario	 should	 not	 use	 more	 than	 5%	 more	 fuel	
compared	to	the	reference.	

Simulated	 with	 uncertainties,	 the	 robust	 scenario	 is	 expected	 to	 burn	 less	 fuel	 compare	 to	 the	
reference.	

2.2.10 	KPA	Environment	/	KPI	CO2		

Simulated	 without	 uncertainties,	 the	 robust	 scenario	 should	 not	 emit	 more	 than	 5%	 more	 CO2	
compared	to	the	reference.	

Simulated	 with	 uncertainties,	 the	 robust	 scenario	 is	 expected	 to	 emit	 less	 CO2	 compare	 to	 the	
reference.	

2.2.11 	KPA	Predictability	/	KPI	Trajectory	Change	Rate	

For	the	predictability	KPA,	the	necessary	number	of	trajectory	regenerations	during	the	flight	will	be	
measured.	A	low	number	of	trajectory	assignments	increases	the	overall	stability	and	predictability;	
however,	 an	 acceptable	 number	 strongly	 depends	 on	 the	 level	 of	 uncertainty	 added	 to	 the	
simulation.	
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3 Simulation	setup	

3.1 Traffic	Data	
The	consortium	already	agreed	to	base	the	simulations	on	data	from	the	R&D	data	archive	[1].	The	
provided	data	covers	whole	Europe	and	holds	all	relevant	data	for	the	planned	simulations.	A	license	
is	provided	if	the	user	agrees	to	the	terms	and	conditions,	in	short	[4]:	

• I	shall	use	the	ATM	Dataset	only	for	R&D	

• I	shall	not	share	or	distribute	the	ATM	Dataset	

• I	shall	duly	acknowledge	EUROCONTROL	as	the	source	

• I	 am	aware	of	and	accept	 the	 fact	 that	EUROCONTROL	provides	 the	ATM	Dataset	as-is,	no	
warranty	

Every	partner	needs	to	request	his	own	license.	Data	always	covers	4	whole	months	per	year:	March,	
June,	September	and	December.	

Covering	 interesting	 weather	 conditions,	 the	 period	 from	 June	 1st	 to	 June	 10th	 2018	 has	 been	
selected	to	be	in	the	focus	of	the	simulations.	In	particular,	June	7th	covering	impactful	storms	will	be	
in	the	focus	of	the	investigations,	see	Figure	3.	Polygons	are	filled	from	green	via	yellow	and	orange	
to	 red	according	 to	 the	 forecasted	 storm	severity.	 Second	day	 for	 the	validations	will	 be	 June	10th	
with	slightly	more	stable	conditions.		

The	 simulation	 will	 handle	 all	 flights	 departing,	 crossing	 or	 landing	 in	 ECAC	 area,	 including	 both	
passenger	and	cargo	flights.	Since	data	are	huge	to	be	handled,	the	validations	will	concentrate	on	
times	between	12:00	and	16:00,	covering	all	 traffic	 that	 is	airborne	 in	 this	period	of	 time.	Figure	4	
shows	the	traffic	demand	for	June	7th	2020	at	14:00.	
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Figure	3:	Weather	forecast	for	June	7th	2018	by	ECMWF	at	12:00	

	

Figure	4:	Traffic	Demand	for	June	7th	2018,	14:00	
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3.2 Trajectory	prediction	model	

In	 order	 to	 model	 the	 influence	 of	 uncertainties	 precisely	 enough	 to	 see	 the	 effects,	 the	 high	
precision	trajectory	prediction	model	BADA4	[5]	will	be	used	for	the	simulations.	Since	BADA4	does	
not	cover	all	aircraft	models,	predictions	will	be	accomplished	by	BADA3	for	these	aircraft	models	[6].	
Every	project	partner	handling	the	data	needs	to	request	his	own	license.	

Out	 of	 the	 305	 910	 flights	 from	 June	 1st	 to	 June	 10th,	 252	 818	 aircraft	 (about	 82.6%)	 have	 an	
appropriate	model	in	BADA4,	compare	Table	4.	With	the	exception	of	some	helicopters	that	will	be	
excluded	from	the	simulation,	all	other	aircraft	can	be	modelled	with	BADA3,	see	Table	5.	

3.3 	Routing	
All	flights	of	the	reference	scenario	will	be	rescheduled	to	fly	the	en-route	part	of	their	trajectory	on	
a	great	circle.	 In	airport	vicinity,	aircraft	still	 follow	Standard	Instrument	Departures	(SID),	Standard	
Arrival	 Routes	 (STAR),	 and	 approach	 routes.	 Technically	 this	 routing	 is	 achieved	 by	 generating	 a	
complete	 route	 according	 to	 the	 navigation	 data	 base,	 and	 afterwards	 cutting	 out	 the	 en-route	
waypoints.	That	way,	aircraft	will	leave	their	SIDs	and	enter	STARs	at	typical	points	and	fly	great	circle	
in-between.		

The	 initial	 routing	 within	 the	 robust	 scenarios	 is	 based	 on	 the	 reference	 scenario	 routing	 and,	
depending	on	 the	optimization	approach,	may	 include	some	 initial	deviations	 from	the	great	 circle	
line	for	selected	flights.				

Vertically,	in	the	reference	scenario	aircraft	will	fly	according	to	the	semi-circular	rule.	Flights	with	a	
track	between	0°	and	179°	will	be	put	on	odd	 flight	 levels	 (e.g.,	 FL310,	FL330),	while	 flights	with	a	
track	between	180°	and	359°	 fly	even	 flight	 levels	 (e.g.,	 FL300,	 FL320).	 The	desired	 initial	en-route	
flight	 levels	 in	 the	 reference	 scenario	 are	 taken	 from	 the	 R&D	 data	 archive.	 Within	 the	 robust	
scenarios	 the	 optimization	 approach	 may	 deliver	 different	 desired	 initial	 en-route	 flight	 levels	
depending	on	the	optimization	approach.	

3.4 	Weather	

The	main	 uncertainties	 influencing	 the	 aircraft	 behavior	 originate	 from	 weather.	Weather	 will	 be	
considered	in	two	different	ways.	

1. A	wind	model	 represented	by	GRIB-files	 influences	 flights	with	different	wind-speeds	and	 -
directions,	temperatures	and	air	pressures.		

2. Zones	with	severe	weather	based	on	satellite	observations	will	be	detected	and	defined	as	
No-Fly-Zones	(NFZ).	Aircraft	must	avoid	these	NFZ.	

Both	wind	models	and	severe	weather	zones	are	necessary	with	different	time	horizons.	While	flights	
are	 planned	 with	 forecast	 information,	 the	 actual	 flights	 will	 take	 place	 under	 real	 weather	
conditions	of	the	selected	day,	based	on	a	reanalysis	of	the	weather.	

3.5 	Separation	Requirements	
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The	 minimum	 separation	 requirements	 will	 be	 set	 to	 typical	 values.	 Laterally,	 aircraft	 shall	 be	
separated	by	a	minimum	of	5	NM	at	any	time.	Separations	in	the	Terminal	Maneuvering	Area	(TMA)	
are	 simulated	 by	 a	 reduction	 to	 a	 minimum	 of	 3	 NM	 below	 FL100.	 Vertically,	 1000	 ft	 minimum	
separation	are	required	at	any	time.	

3.6 	Setup	of	Validation	Trials	
Figure	5	depicts	 the	setup	 for	 the	simulation	 trials.	Based	on	 the	original	 flight	data	 from	the	R&D	
data	archive,	a	reference	scenario	will	be	generated.	As	described	above,	all	traffic	will	be	rerouted	
to	fly	SIDS	and	STARS	at	airports	and	direct	great	circle	route	in-between.	Runway	distribution	will	be	
gained	from	a	runway	balancing	process.	Traffic	will	be	de-conflicted	to	have	a	fair	baseline	reference	
scenario.	

The	 START-mechanisms	 increasing	 resilience	 and	 stability	 will	 be	 performed	 on	 the	 reference	
scenario	 to	 build	 the	 robust	 scenario.	 Both	 scenarios	will	 be	 simulated	 and	 analyzed,	without	 and	
with	disturbances.	

In	 the	 end,	 the	 results	 from	 the	 reference	 and	 the	 robust	 scenarios	 will	 be	 compared	 using	 the	
validation	metrics	described	in	section	2.	

	

Figure	5:	Setup	of	Validation	Trials	

The	 following	process	sketches	and	Table	5	are	depicting	exemplary	planning	steps	and	 time	steps	
which	 may	 be	 assigned	 for	 validation	 purposes	 within	 the	 project.	 The	 future	 START	 concept	 of	
operation	 is	 still	 under	 development	 and	 will	 probably	 differ	 in	 detail	 from	 these	 steps,	 but	 the	
general	principle	will	be	similar.	
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Process	for	Reference	Scenario:	

1. Generate	Initial	Flight	Plans:	Flight	Plan	with	desired	take-off	and	landing	times	for	departure	
and	arrival	airport,	desired	routing	(here:	SID	->	En-route	Great	Circle	->	STAR	->	Approach)	
and	desired	en-route	Flight	Level.	

2. Generate	Initial	trajectories:	Generated	for	each	initial	Flight	Plan	using	BADA	4	and	3.x	data.	

3. Generate	 Coordinated	 initial	 trajectories:	 Deconflict	 initial	 trajectories	 against	 each	 other	
using	departure	 time	shifts	and	 runway	balancing	 in	order	 to	 solve	 runway	conflicts.	Time-
shifts	of	more	than	two	hours	lead	to	a	flight	cancellation.	

4. Generate	 Actual	 trajectories:	 Solve	 in-flight	 separation	 conflicts	 between	 coordinated	
trajectories	by	local	de-tours	or	temporary	flight	level	changes		

Process	for	Robust	Scenario:	

1. Generate	Initial	Flight	Plans:	Flight	Plan	with	desired	take-off	and	landing	times	for	departure	
and	arrival	airport,	desired	routing	(here:	SID	->	En-route	Great	Circle	->	STAR	->	Approach)	
and	 desired	 en-route	 Flight	 Level.	 Add	 optimized	 routings	 for	 selected	 individual	
trajectories.	

2. Generate	Initial	trajectories:	Generated	for	each	initial	Flight	Plan	using	BADA	4	and	3.x	data.	

3. Generate	 Coordinated	 initial	 trajectories:	 Deconflict	 initial	 trajectories	 against	 each	 other	
using	departure	 time	shifts	and	 runway	balancing	 in	order	 to	 solve	 runway	conflicts.	Time-
shifts	of	more	than	two	hours	lead	to	a	flight	cancellation.	

4. Generate	 Actual	 trajectories:	 Solve	 in-flight	 separation	 conflicts	 between	 coordinated	
trajectories	by	local	de-tours	or	temporary	flight	level	changes		

Process	for	Reference	Scenario	with	disturbances:	

1. Introduce	disturbances	as	initial	weather	forecasts	translated	into	airspace/airport	locations	
with	reduced	capacities.	

2. Generate	Initial	Flight	Plans:	Flight	Plan	with	desired	take-off	and	landing	times	for	departure	
and	arrival	airport,	desired	routing	(here:	SID	->	En-route	Great	Circle	->	STAR	->	Approach)	
and	desired	en-route	Flight	Level.	

3. Generate	Initial	trajectories:	Generated	for	each	initial	Flight	Plan	using	BADA	4	and	3.x	data.	

4. Generate	 Coordinated	 initial	 trajectories:	 Deconflict	 initial	 trajectories	 against	 each	 other	
using	departure	time	shifts	in	order	to	solve	runway	conflicts.	Time-shifts	of	more	than	two	
hours	lead	to	a	flight	cancellation.	

5. Generate	Actual	trajectories:	Introduce	actual	capacity	reductions	for	airport	and/or	parts	of	
the	airspace.	Delay	flights	on	the	ground	or	in-flight	due	to	capacity	restrictions.	Alternatively	
reroute	 flights	 to	 avoid	 restricted	 areas.	 Solve	 in-flight	 separation	 conflicts	 between	
coordinated	trajectories	by	local	de-tours	or	temporary	flight	level	changes.		
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Process	for	Robust	Scenario	with	disturbances:	

1. Introduce	disturbances	as	initial	weather	forecasts	translated	into	airspace/airport	locations	
with	reduced	capacities.	

2. Generate	Initial	Flight	Plans:	Flight	Plan	with	desired	take-off	and	landing	times	for	departure	
and	arrival	airport,	desired	routing	(here:	SID	->	En-route	Great	Circle	->	STAR	->	Approach)	
and	desired	en-route	Flight	Level.	

3. Generate	Initial	trajectories:	Generated	for	each	initial	Flight	Plan	using	BADA	4	and	3.x	data.	

4. Generate	 Coordinated	 initial	 trajectories:	 Deconflict	 initial	 trajectories	 against	 each	 other	
using	departure	time	shifts	in	order	to	solve	runway	conflicts.	Time-shifts	of	more	than	two	
hours	lead	to	a	flight	cancellation.	

5. Repeat	steps	1	to	4	each	time	new	relevant	weather	forecast	information	is	available		

6. Generate	Actual	trajectories:	Introduce	actual	capacity	reductions	for	airport	and	parts	of	the	
airspace.	 Delay	 flights	 on	 the	 ground	 or	 in-flight	 due	 to	 capacity	 restrictions.	 Alternatively	
reroute	 flights	 to	 avoid	 restricted	 areas.	 Solve	 in-flight	 separation	 conflicts	 between	
coordinated	trajectories	by	local	de-tours	or	temporary	flight	level	changes.		
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Appendix A  
	

Table	4:	ICAO-Types	supported	by	BADA4	

ICAO-Type	 BADA4	model	

A306	 model	A300B4-601	

A30B	 model	A300B4-203	

A310	 model	A310-204	

A318	 model	A318-112	

A319	 model	A319-114	

A320	 model	A320-212	

A321	 model	A321-111	

A332	 model	A330-203	

A333	 model	A330-301	

A343	 model	A340-313	

A345	 model	A340-541	

A346	 model	A340-642	

A359	 model	A350-941	

A388	 model	A380-841	

A3ST	 model	A300B4-608ST	

AT43		 model	ATR42-300	

AT45	 model	ATR42-500	

AT72	 model	ATR72-200	

AT73	 model	ATR72-210	

AT75	 model	ATR72-500	

AT76	 model	ATR72-600	

B712	 model	717-200	
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B733	 model	737-300	

B734	 model	737-400	

B735		 	model	737-500	

B736		 	model	737-600	

B737		 	model	737-700	

B738		 	model	737-800	

B739		 	model	737-900ER	

B742		 	model	747-200	

B743		 	model	747-300	

B744		 	model	747-400ER	

B748		 	model	747-8F	

B752		 	model	757-200	

B753		 	model	757-300	

B762		 	model	767-200ER	

B763		 	model	767-300ER	

B764		 	model	767-400ER	

B772		 	model	777-200	

B773		 	model	777-300	

B77L		 	model	777-200LR	

B77W		 	model	777-300ER	

B788		 	model	787-8	

B789		 	model	787-9	

E135		 	model	EMB-135ER	

E145		 	model	EMB-145ER	

E170		 	model	EMB-170AR	

E190		 	model	EMB-190AR	
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E35L		 	model	EMB-135BJ-Legacy600	

E50P		 	model	EMB-500	

E55P		 	model	EMB-505	

F100		 	model	F100-620	

F70		 	model	F70-620	

MD82		 	model	MD-82	

MD83		 	model	MD-83	

MD88		 	model	MD-88	

	

Table	5:	ICAO-Types	not	supported	by	BADA4	

ICAO-Type	 Simulated	by	[number	starting	with	2…	is	a	witness	in	the	data]	

A124		 	using	BADA3	for	219174686	(Antonow	/	Antonov	An-124	Ruslan)	

A139		 	using	BADA3	for	219181196	(Agusta	/	AgustaWestland	AB139	/	AW139)	

A148		 	using	BADA3	for	218937278	(Antonow	/	Antonov	An-148)	

A189		 	Neither	BADA	nor	ICAO	code	for	219062898	

A20N		 	using	BADA3	for	219188414	

A21N		 	using	BADA3	for	219188075	

A35K		 	using	BADA3	for	219186212	

AN12		 	using	BADA3	for	219180867	(Antonow	/	Antonov	An-12)	

AN24		 	using	BADA3	for	219181986	(Antonow	/	Antonov	An-24)	

AN26		 	using	BADA3	for	219166840	(Antonow	/	Antonov	An-26)	

AS32		 	using	BADA3	for	219083631	(Eurocopter	AS-332	Super	Puma	/	AS-532	Cougar)	

AS65		 	using	BADA3	for	219055993	(HAMC	/	Harbin	Z-9	Haitun)	

ASTR		 	using	BADA3	for	219184808	(IAI	Gulfstream	G100)	

AT46		 	using	BADA3	for	219182283	

ATP		 	using	BADA3	for	219157857	(BAe	ATP)	

B190		 	using	BADA3	for	219182337	(Beech	1900)	

B350		 	using	BADA3	for	219174883	(Beech	300	(B300)	Super	King	Air	350)	

B38M		 	using	BADA3	for	219188286	

B462		 	using	BADA3	for	219185660	(BAe	BAe-146-200)	
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B463		 	using	BADA3	for	219188003	(BAe	BAe-146-300)	

B74S		 	using	BADA3	for	218945243	(Boeing	747SP)	

BCS1		 	using	BADA3	for	219186836	

BCS3		 	using	BADA3	for	219186619	

BE10		 	using	BADA3	for	219153704	(Beech	100	King	Air)	

BE20		 	using	BADA3	for	219188093	(Beech	1300	Commuter)	

BE30		 	using	BADA3	for	219102009	(Beech	300	Super	King	Air)	

BE40		 	using	BADA3	for	219183759	(Hawker-Beechcraft	400	Beechjet)	

BE60		 	using	BADA3	for	218978269	(Beech	60	Duke)	

BE9L		 	using	BADA3	for	219184585	(Beech	90	King	Air)	

BER2		 	using	BADA3	for	219039644	(Beriev	Be-200	Altair)	

BLCF		 	using	BADA3	for	219047453	(Boeing	747-400LCF	Dreamlifter)	

C208		 	using	BADA3	for	219174672	(Cessna	208	Caravan	1)	

C25A		 	using	BADA3	for	219186706	(Cessna	525A	Citation	CJ2)	

C25B		 	using	BADA3	for	219183071	(Cessna	525B	Citation	CJ3)	

C25C		 	using	BADA3	for	219182572	

C25M		 	using	BADA3	for	219184766	

C310		 	using	BADA3	for	219119933	(Cessna	310)	

C404		 	using	BADA3	for	218982556	(Cessna	404	Titan)	

C421		 	using	BADA3	for	219154641	(Cessna	421	Golden	Eagle)	

C425		 	using	BADA3	for	219174111	(Cessna	425	Conquest	1)	

C501		 	using	BADA3	for	219114115	(Cessna	501	Citation	1SP)	

C510		 	using	BADA3	for	219187370	(Cessna	510	Citation	Mustang)	

C525		 	using	BADA3	for	219187375	(Cessna	525	Citation	CJ1)	

C550		 	using	BADA3	for	219187515	(Cessna	550	Citation	2)	

C551		 	using	BADA3	for	219092488	(Cessna	551	Citation	2SP)	

C55B		 	using	BADA3	for	219187953	

C560		 	using	BADA3	for	219181760	(Cessna	560	Citation	5	Ultra)	

C56X		 	using	BADA3	for	219187677	(Cessna	560XL	Citation	XLS)	

C650		 	using	BADA3	for	219188230	(Cessna	650	Citation	6)	

C680		 	using	BADA3	for	219187654	(Cessna	680	Citation	Sovereign)	

C68A		 	using	BADA3	for	219184850	
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C750		 	using	BADA3	for	219186801	(Cessna	750	Citation	X)	

CL30		 	using	BADA3	for	219186430	(Bombardier	BD-100	Challenger	300)	

CL35		 	using	BADA3	for	219185865	

CL60		 	using	BADA3	for	219186434	(Canadair	CL-600	Challenger	604)	

CRJ1		 	using	BADA3	for	219165941	(Canadair	CL-600	Regional	Jet	CRJ-100)	

CRJ2		 	using	BADA3	for	219187938	(Canadair	CL-600	Regional	Jet	CRJ-200)	

CRJ7		 	using	BADA3	for	219186561	(Canadair	CL-600	Regional	Jet	CRJ-700)	

CRJ9		 	using	BADA3	for	219187373	(Canadair	CL-600	Regional	Jet	CRJ-900)	

CRJX		 	using	BADA3	for	219187323	

D228		 	using	BADA3	for	219185367	(HAL	228)	

D328		 	using	BADA3	for	219186149	(Fairchild-Dornier	328)	

DA42		 	using	BADA3	for	219175384	(Diamond	DA-42)	

DH8A		 	using	BADA3	for	219187467	(De	Havilland	Canada	DHC-8-100	Dash	8)	

DH8B		 	using	BADA3	for	219187718	(De	Havilland	Canada	DHC-8-200	Dash	8)	

DH8C		 	using	BADA3	for	219185965	(De	Havilland	Canada	DHC-8-300	Dash	8)	

DH8D		 	using	BADA3	for	219188088	(De	Havilland	Canada	DHC-8-400	Dash	8)	

DHC6		 	using	BADA3	for	219181547	(De	Havilland	Canada	DHC-6	Twin	Otter)	

E120		 	using	BADA3	for	219180025	(EMBRAER	EMB-120	Brasilia)	

E195		 	using	BADA3	for	219188218	

E290		 	using	BADA3	for	219183002	

E545		 	using	BADA3	for	219180421	

E550		 	using	BADA3	for	219171631	

E75L		 	using	BADA3	for	219185598	

E75S		 	using	BADA3	for	219187324	

EA50		 	using	BADA3	for	219067846	(Eclipse	Eclipse	500)	

EC35		 	using	BADA3	for	219161855	(Eurocopter	EC-135)	

EC45		 	No	BADA	4	for	219023781	(Kawasaki	BK-117C-2)	

EC55		 	using	BADA3	for	219180359	(Eurocopter	EC-155)	

F2TH		 	using	BADA3	for	219187460	(Dassault	Falcon	2000)	

F406		 	using	BADA3	for	219120390	(Reims	F406	Caravan	2)	

F50		 	using	BADA3	for	219188045	(Fokker	50)	

F900		 	using	BADA3	for	219176319	(Dassault	Falcon	900)	
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Founding Members

FA10		 	using	BADA3	for	219068210	(Dassault	Falcon	10)	

FA20		 	using	BADA3	for	219109045	(Dassault	Falcon	20)	

FA50		 	using	BADA3	for	219177209	(Dassault	Falcon	50)	

FA7X		 	using	BADA3	for	219186164	(Dassault	Falcon	7X)	

FA8X		 	using	BADA3	for	219172898	

G150		 	using	BADA3	for	219185568	(IAI	Gulfstream	G150)	

G280		 	using	BADA3	for	219167629	

GALX		 	using	BADA3	for	219180710	(IAI	Gulfstream	G200)	

GL5T		 	using	BADA3	for	219187951	(Bombardier	BD-700	Global	5000)	

GLEX		 	using	BADA3	for	219188397	(Bombardier	BD-700	Global	Express)	

GLF3		 	using	BADA3	for	219110716	(Gulfstream	G-1159A	Gulfstream	3)	

GLF4		 	using	BADA3	for	219185583	(Gulfstream	G-4	Gulfstream	G350)	

GLF5		 	using	BADA3	for	219187084	(Gulfstream	G-5SP	Gulfstream	G550)	

GLF6		 	using	BADA3	for	219184554	

H25B		 	using	BADA3	for	219188228	(Hawker-Siddeley	HS-125-700)	

H25C		 	using	BADA3	for	219187094	(Hawker-Beechcraft	Hawker	1000)	

HA4T		 	using	BADA3	for	219179010	(Hawker-Beechcraft	4000	Hawker	Horizon)	

HDJT		 	using	BADA3	for	219175312	(Honda	HA-420	HondaJet)	

IL62		 	using	BADA3	for	219176976	(Ilyushin	Il-62)	

IL76		 	using	BADA3	for	219186406	(Ilyushin	Il-76)	

IL96		 	using	BADA3	for	219109360	(Ilyushin	Il-96)	

J328		 	using	BADA3	for	219184517	(Fairchild-Dornier	Envoy	3)	

JS31		 	using	BADA3	for	218880349	(BAe	Jetstream	T.Mk.3)	

JS32		 	using	BADA3	for	219179890	(BAe	BAe-3200	Jetstream	Super	31)	

JS41		 	using	BADA3	for	219184455	(BAe	BAe-4100	Jetstream	41)	

KODI		 	using	BADA3	for	219176227	

L410		 	using	BADA3	for	219124823	(LET	L-410	Turbolet)	

LJ31		 	using	BADA3	for	219011170	(Learjet	31)	

LJ35		 	using	BADA3	for	219181686	(Shin	Meiwa	U-36)	

LJ40		 	using	BADA3	for	219178827	(Learjet	40)	

LJ45		 	using	BADA3	for	219184905	(Learjet	45)	

LJ55		 	using	BADA3	for	219149951	(Learjet	55)	
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Founding Members

LJ60		 	using	BADA3	for	219186725	(Learjet	60)	

LJ75		 	using	BADA3	for	219178856	

M20P		 	using	BADA3	for	219184578	(Mooney	M-20)	

MCR4		 	using	BADA3	for	218882766	

MD11		 	using	BADA3	for	219188149	(McDonnell	Douglas	MD-11)	

MI8		 	using	BADA3	for	219035652	(Mil	Mi-19)	

P180		 	using	BADA3	for	219185571	(Piaggio	P-180	Avanti)	

P46T		 	using	BADA3	for	218986762	(Piper	PA-46-500TP	Malibu	Meridian)	

P68		 	using	BADA3	for	219108976	(Partenavia	P-68	Victor)	

P8		 	using	BADA3	for	218948487	

PA31		 	using	BADA3	for	219142450	(Piper	PA-31)	

PA46		 	using	BADA3	for	219172833	(Piper	PA-46-310P	Malibu)	

PAY2		 	using	BADA3	for	219140037	(Piper	PA-31T-620	Cheyenne	2)	

PAY3		 	using	BADA3	for	219140546	

PC12		 	using	BADA3	for	219176948	(Pilatus	PC-12)	

PRM1		 	using	BADA3	for	219180795	(Hawker-Beechcraft	390	Premier	1)	

Q9		 	using	BADA3	for	219058756	

RJ1H		 	using	BADA3	for	219186813	(BAe	Avro	RJ-100)	

RJ85		 	using	BADA3	for	219186321	(BAe	Avro	RJ-85)	

S92		 	using	BADA3	for	219184788	(Sikorsky	S-92	Helibus)	

SB20		 	using	BADA3	for	219185719	(Saab	2000)	

SF34		 	using	BADA3	for	219183550	(Saab	340)	

SU95		 	using	BADA3	for	219188263	

SW3		 	using	BADA3	for	218911211	(Swearingen	Merlin	3)	

SW4		 	using	BADA3	for	219188056	(Swearingen	Merlin	4)	

T134		 	using	BADA3	for	219069233	(Tupolev	Tu-134)	

T154		 	using	BADA3	for	219001736	(Tupolev	Tu-154)	

T204		 	using	BADA3	for	219188017	(Tupolev	Tu-204)	

TBM8		 	using	BADA3	for	219119818	(SOCATA	TBM-850)	

VTOR		 	using	BADA3	for	218962274	(Partenavia	AP-68TP-600	Viator)	

YK40		 	using	BADA3	for	219181813	(Yakovlev	/	Jakovlev	Yak-40)	

ZZZZ		 	using	BADA3	for	219088229	
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Founding Members

	

	

	
	 	

	

	
	

	 	 	

	

Participant	No	 Participant	organisation	name	 Country	

1	-	BDG	

	

Boeing	Research	and	Technology	
Germany	(BRTE)	 Germany	

2	-	DLR	
	

German	Aerospace	Center	(DLR)	 Germany	

3-	ENAC	
	

Ecole	Nationale	de	l’Aviation	
Civile	(ENAC)	 France	

4-	FK	 	 FlightKeys	(FK)	 Austria	

5-	ITU	
	

Istambul	Teknik	Universitesi	(ITU)	 Turkey	

6	–	UC3M	

(Coordinato
r)	 	

Universidad	Carlos	III	de	Madrid	
(UC3M)	 Spain	

7	-	UPC	
	

Universitat	Politecnica	de	
Catalunya	(UPC)	 Spain	

	


